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GeoCalcul.Pro is a high-performance, user-friendly 2D and 3D calculator that can be used as a mathematical calculator, a volume and area calculator, a unit convertor and an equation solver. It supports more than 50 shapes including solids, cylinders and prisms and a wide range of measurement units. It can be used to solve mathematical
equations, calculate the volume and area of geometrical shapes, convert units, make the right unit and display graphics. GeoCalcul.Pro provides a quick and user-friendly manner of solving algebraic equations and calculating the volumes of solids. You can use the program to perform a range of operations, such as plotting graphs of the
dimensions of various geometrical shapes, calculating the diameter of a circle, lines, areas and volumes of solids, plotting round curves and surfaces, plotting graphic representations of solids, calculating the perimeter and the height of a polygon, and drawing line diagrams. It also offers a host of functions, such as sin and cosine, tangent,
absolute value, exponential, natural logarithm, and logarithm, and the conversion of various measurement units. GeoCalcul.Pro helps you calculate and calculate the volume and area of various shapes (such as the cube, square, octagon, cylinder, sphere, prism, pyramid, polygon and prisms) from which you can plot geometric
representations of the shapes. It also provides functions such as the circumference of a circle, the diameter of a circle, the area, volume, surface area, volume and the perimeter of geometric shapes such as the circle, the sphere, the cone, the cylinder, the cylinder, the prism, the prism, the cylinder of revolution and the cylinder of
revolution. The shape of a solid is obtained by rotating, rotating the axis, and/or flipping the axis. You can use GeoCalcul.Pro to display the volume and area of a polygon, the area of a sector of a cone, and the area of a cylinder. GeoCalcul.Pro also allows you to calculate the area of a circle, the surface area of a cylinder, the surface area
of a cone, the volume and area of a sphere, and the volume and area of a cone of revolution, as well as the dimensions of geometric shapes, the three-dimensional volume and area of a prism, and the height of a prism. The program allows you to do calculations involving linear equations, radial equations, two

GeoCalcul.Pro Crack+ Full Version For Windows
GeoCalcul.Pro is a lightweight educational tool designed specifically for working as a volume and area calculator, unit convertor and equation solver. It comes with an impressive number of geometric shapes (more than 50) and unit of measurements. The program’s functions can be applied to 2D and 3D shapes such pyramids and prisms.
User-friendly looks The tool gives you the possibility to switch between different calculation modules, namely geometric calculation, unit conversion, equation and calculator. Each of the aforementioned functions comes with its own set of parameters where you can manually input data in order to carry out the calculations. A help
manual is not included in the package but the layout is intuitive so you won’t invest too much time and effort into decoding the program’s features. Geometric calculations GeoCalcul.Pro allows you to choose between two main categories, namely flat surfaces, and surface and volume of solids. The flat surfaces mode provides the right
tools for performing calculations related to circular shapes (circle, sector of a circle, segment of a circle), ellipse, triangle, ring, quadrilaterals (e.g. square, rectangle, trapeze), and regular polygons (e.g. pentagon, hexagon, octagon). The surface and volume of solids category helps you access various parameters, such as Plato (e.g. cube,
octahedron, dodecahedron), Archimedes (e.g. snub cube, truncated cube), truncated pyramid, as well as round forms (cylinder, cone, sphere, torus, ellipsoid, truncated cone, and barrel). If you want to calculate the area of a triangle, you need to input the a and b sides. The parameters differ for each geometrical shape. However, there are
some fixed options embedded in the geometric calculation panel that never change. They help you pick the material from a drop-down list and type. Unit convertor GeoCalcul.Pro supports a wide range of measurement units. They are structured into different categories, so you may easily find them, such as distance (e.g. Ancient Greek,
Old French, Japanese, Nautical, Geographical), area (e.g. Metric, Japanese, Thai, Ancient Roman), volume (e.g. Metric, US liquid Measure, Cooking), mass (e.g. Metric, Japanese, 09e8f5149f
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Math & geometry graphics and functions on-screen calculator. Calculate without writing any math equation. Easily convert measurement units (from inches to feet) and a variety of geometric shapes (triangles, circles, squares, polygons) dimensions, surface and volume. Choose between 2-D and 3-D input possibilities. A wide range of
measurement units (distance, volume, area, mass, time and temperature). A unit converter. Graphical Equation solver, area solver, volume solver, quadratic solver, cubic solver, linear solver, modular solver. Math expressions, constant expressions and math constants, real valued and integer valued, on-screen calculator. A scientific
calculator. A handy application for various educational purposes. Features: -- Calculate for 2D and 3D shapes on-screen. -- Includes more than 50 graphic shapes, such as circle, triangle, square, ellipse, triangle, ring, rectangle, trapeze, hexagon, octagon, pentagon, hexagonal prism, octagonal prism, rhombus, pyramid, and many more... -Calculate any area, volume and surface with precision. A precise calculation of polygons at any corners. A precise calculation of 2D rectangular polygon with rounded corners. Defined as exact precision of arithmetic calculations. -- Calculate for real and integer values. Both modes are applicable for all types of unit of measurement
(Ancients Greek, Old French, Japanese, Thai, Sicilian, Ancient Roman, Metric, Nautical, US liquid measure, Currency, Quantity, Volume). -- Graphical equation solver. -- Area Solver. -- Volume Solver. -- Quadratic solver. -- Cubic solver. -- Linear solver. -- Modular solver. -- Math expressions, constant expressions and math constants,
real valued and integer valued, on-screen calculator. -- A scientific calculator. -- A handy application for various educational purposes Supports the Windows operating system. Calculator in HTML5 is a very useful application designed for calculating special areas and volumes of irregular shapes. The program is very useful for students
and professionals. Functionalities: Geometric calcualtions: calculate the areas and volumes of polygons on your screen, see shapes in 3D. Irregular shapes and calculations: calculate shapes in 3D with a bounding box, calculate the volume of irregular shapes. Cal

What's New In GeoCalcul.Pro?
GeoCalcul.Pro is a lightweight educational tool designed specifically for working as a volume and area calculator, unit convertor and equation solver. It comes with an impressive number of geometric shapes (more than 50) and unit of measurements. The program’s functions can be applied to 2D and 3D shapes such pyramids and prisms.
User-friendly looks The tool gives you the possibility to switch between different calculation modules, namely geometric calculation, unit conversion, equation and calculator. Each of the aforementioned functions comes with its own set of parameters where you can manually input data in order to carry out the calculations. A help
manual is not included in the package but the layout is intuitive so you won’t invest too much time and effort into decoding the program’s features. Geometric calculations GeoCalcul.Pro allows you to choose between two main categories, namely flat surfaces, and surface and volume of solids. The flat surfaces mode provides the right
tools for performing calculations related to circular shapes (circle, sector of a circle, segment of a circle), ellipse, triangle, ring, quadrilaterals (e.g. square, rectangle, trapeze), and regular polygons (e.g. pentagon, hexagon, octagon). The surface and volume of solids category helps you access various parameters, such as Plato (e.g. cube,
octahedron, dodecahedron), Archimedes (e.g. snub cube, truncated cube), truncated pyramid, as well as round forms (cylinder, cone, sphere, torus, ellipsoid, truncated cone, and barrel). If you want to calculate the area of a triangle, you need to input the a and b sides. The parameters differ for each geometrical shape. However, there are
some fixed options embedded in the geometric calculation panel that never change. They help you pick the material from a drop-down list and type. Unit convertor GeoCalcul.Pro supports a wide range of measurement units. They are structured into different categories, so you may easily find them, such as distance (e.g. Ancient Greek,
Old French, Japanese, Nautical, Geographical), area (e.g. Metric, Japanese, Thai, Ancient Roman), volume (e.g. Metric, US liquid Measure, Cooking), mass (e.g. Metric, Japanese,
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System Requirements:
Supported OS: Windows 10 64-bit Windows 10 64-bit Processor: Intel® Core™ i3-2350M Processor or equivalent Intel® Core™ i3-2350M Processor or equivalent Memory: 4GB of system memory (RAM) 4GB of system memory (RAM) Graphics: Intel® HD Graphics 4000 Intel® HD Graphics 4000 Hard Drive: 15GB of free space
15GB of free space DirectX: Version 11 Version 11 Network: Broadband Internet connection Broadband Internet connection Sound: DirectX 9
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